Enviroguard Line
Forming and Sealing Machines for
Meat, Produce & Beverage Operations

Our Enviroguard and stainless steel models are ideal for food packagers needing a degree of
corrosion resistance for their packaging operation. The Enviroguard line of machines is designed to
withstand splash from cleaning or caustic washdown environments common with food packaging
or liquid packaging.

Semi-automatic forming & sealing systems
Wexxar/BEL semi-automatic systems provide improved productivity, ergonomics, and reduced costs—saving valuable floor space by eliminating cluttered
packing lines and stacks of boxes littering the floor. An Enviroguard pack station
with taper is ideal for sealing the top and bottom of the case, when machines
are near a food packing area.

Fully automatic sealers & pack stations
Fully automatic sealers with forming pack stations are extensively constructed
from type 304 stainless steel and other low-corrosion materials. Enviroguard
sealers accept uniform case sizes and automatically fold the top flaps using
unique and safe Snap Folder technology. Changes between case sizes are
performed with 2 main adjustments: width and height. Cases are taped top and
bottom with either 2” or 3” wide tape.

Fully automatic form, pack & seal systems
The Enviroguard form, pack, and seal systems not only make use of Wexxar’s
patented Pin & Dome forming technology, but also have a user friendly touch
screen that provides easy setup and monitoring of all functions. The Enviroguard
systems in glue or tape can be configured with varying levels of corrosion resistance, from light sprays to basic washdowns.

Fully automatic tray formers
Enviroguard fully automatic tray formers are designed and built to withstand the
rigors of continuous, heavy-duty, industrial applications. The TF-200 Series will
form regular slotted trays in various configurations including four corner glued
trays, one and two piece telescoping trays, and variations of self-locking trays
suitable for most any application including agricultural, food processing and
distribution. It will continuously operate at speeds of up to 35 trays per minute
and size changes are performed in 10 minutes or less.

Poly Bag Inserters
Enviroguard polybag inserters are resistent to regular sprays of water and provide
a cost effective alternative to manually inserting poly bag liners into corrugated
cases for bulk filling. The BEL 450 series features a vacuum system that draws
the poly liner into all four corners of the box flush against the sides. This reduces
operator contact with the inside of the box. It also automates manual bulk filling
& sealing lines involving top and bottom or bottom only taping.
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